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Abstract

Kleene algebra [1], (KA) normally called the algebra of regular events, is an alge-
braic system that axiomatically captures properties of several important struc-
tures arising in Computer Science, and has been applied in several contexts
like automata and formal languages, semantics and logic of programs, design
and analysis of algorithms, among others. Kleene algebra with tests (KAT) [2]
extends KA with an embedded Boolean algebra and is particularly suited for
the formal veri�cation of propositional programs. In particular, KAT subsumes
propositional Hoare logic (PHL) [3], a weaker Hoare logic without the assign-
ment axiom. This part of our formalization is described in detail by Pereira and
Moreira in [4].

Here we describe a formalization of a fragment of formal languages in the
Coq theorem prover. This formalization's goal is to provide a Coq library that
contains proof tactics for automatically proving equivalence of KA and KAT's
equational logics. Having these tactics available requires the codi�cation of KA
and KAT, and also providing proofs that they are complete for their standard
models, that is, regular languages and Kozen's automata on guarded strings [5],
respectively. In order to provide a proof that regular languages are a model of
KA, we have encoded regular languages, by extending Coq's Ensembles library
of basic set theory with new inductive types for the concatenation and Kleene's
star operations, based in the work of J.C. Filliâtre [6].

In what concerns to KAT, besides the Coqmodules describing KAT's signature
and of proofs of its main properties, we have encoded PHL deductive rules as
KAT expressions and proved that they are KAT theorems. We have also proved
correct an annotated version of PHL's deductive rules in our framework.

Currently, we are implementing a decision procedure for the equivalence of KA
terms, that leads to a decidable procedure for the equational theory of KA, based
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on the notion of Brzozowski's derivative [7] of a regular expression. This approach
di�ers from the standard approach for deciding regular expression equivalence in
the sense that it does no rely on comparing the minimal deterministic automata
corresponding to the regular expressions being tested. We have encoded the
notion of derivative of a regular expression and also proved that the derivative of
a regular expression correspond to the left-quotient of the language of the original
regular expression. We are currently proving that the number of derivatives
of a set of regular expressions modulo ACI (associativity, commutativity and
idempotence) is �nite. This proof will then serve as an argument for a general
recursive function that implements Brzozowski's decision procedure [8]. Since
this decision procedure cannot be described by a structurally recursive function,
we don't have program termination for free. In Coq, a standard solution is to
use as an arti�cial argument that is structurally decreasing and that re�ects the
behaviour of the decision procedure. In particular, we are interested in using the
known upper-bounds of the number of derivatives of a regular expression to be
such argument. We intend to extend this procedure to KAT by using Kozen's
co-algebraic approach [9], where derivatives of regular expressions were extended
to KAT.

We are also particularly interested in Schematic KAT (SKAT) [10], a special-
ization of KAT involving an augmented syntax to handle �rst-order constructs
and restricted semantic actions whose intended semantics coincides with the
semantics of �rst-order �owchart schemes over a ranked alphabet Σ. SKAT pro-
grams can be transformed into KAT expressions, by converting SKAT's logical
constructs into KAT Boolean tests, and converting SKAT variable assertions to
KAT program symbols. In this setting, we can prove the correctness of programs
using full �rst-order Hoare logic within our formalization, by manually convert-
ing SKAT programs into KAT expressions. We intend to automatize this task,
following the lines of Aboul-Hosn and Kozen in the development of the KAT-ML
[11] interactive theorem prover.

Our motivation for this work comes from the fact that we envision the usage
of (an extension of) our formalization as the formal system where we can be
encode and prove proof obligations in the context of Design by Contract [12] for
the Proof Carrying Code [13] paradigm.
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